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1 - Krane

Name:Kenny Krane
Villain Name:Krane
Villain Number:1
Powers:None
Theme:Candy
Story:Kenny Krane used to be the youngest millionare in all of Q City, he was untell the day his business
hit rock bottom. He made the mistake of investing everything into a Movie Industry which failed and he
lost everything. He couldn't cope with his lose, and so in anger ended up burning the tope of his head.
He ended up working for a candy business where he wore a strange pink uniform witha large hat. He
never shows his eyes. His boss tells him to look more kid friendsly so he always is smiling. He then
started his own candy business called Kranes Kandy. He then became a millionare again, but then
snapped back to insanity and ended up creating weapons descised as candy. He started the CA
(Criminal Alliance of Q City). He never laughs, only whistles.
Weapons:Candy Cane shaped Cane that shoots out Crane, Exploding Gum Balls, Razor Peppermints,
Lolli-pop bombs.
Cause of Evil:Insanity



2 - X20

Name:Tony Gino
Villain Name:X20
Villain Number:2
Powers:Water-like,Regeneration, Suck water out of things, burn skin
Theme:Water, Slashing
Story:Tony Gino was a young scientist who was trying an experiment to try and make his body resistant
to a substance called xylon. Xylon absorbs all hydrogen and turns it to xylon. He uses a chemically
charged water, he has to aply a special lotion to prevent his skin from destruction. He accidently got it
mixed up with dried xylon but before it absorbs him the experiment begins. He is in a way fused with it.
He can't think clearly because of the xylon. He kills his prays and either absorbs them or slashes X20 in
them. He is part of the CA but mostly does his own thing.
Weapons:Accasional Knife
Cause of Evil: Unclear thinking, anger, revenge



3 - The Phantom

Name:Damian Krushore
Villain Name:The Phantom
Villain Number:3
Powers:Teleportation, Flight, Walk through walls, keys, darkness
Themes:Keys, Ghost, Darkness
Story: Damian was a young 7th grader being bullied when one day he was pushed into going into a
cursed house. When he enters the curse hunts him down but feals his pain and instead becomes him, it
enters his body and he wakes to find himself in a cloak and finds he has black hands with red sharp
fingernails, also the curse mainly uses keys to trap and kill it's victims. He can teleport in a black cloud,
and walk through walls, and fly. He ends up killing his bullies by throwing keys into there neck and
turning the keys. He later takes control of the curse and becomes good.
Weapons:Keys
Cause of Evil:Anger,Fear,Revenge,Possession



4 - Jester Brothers (Jack)

Name:Jack Lanerty
Villain Name:Jack (Jester Brothers)
Villain Number:4
Powers:None
Theme:Medieval, Torture, Smart
Story: As a child he was always ahead of the class but many children made fun of him for this so him
and his brother would beat them at recess under the slides, He eventually found ways to torture them
into appolagizing. His parents were uncaring causing them to act the way they do today. They're made
fun of for their height so they knock out the person and torture them until they say sorry, then they kill
you. Jack often mocks people and taunts them, he has a knack for finding the right words to use against
you, his favorite weapon if a sword.
Weapons:Sword,Flale,Hammer,Medieval Weapons
Cause of Evil:Superiority,Jealosy,Revenge



5 - Jester Brothers (Al)

Name:Al Lanerty
Villain Name:Al (Jester Brothers)
Villain Number:5
Powers:Strength
Themes:Medieval, Strength, Jester
Story: Him and his brother have always been a team, Jack is the brain, and he is the bran (I don't know
how to spell it), He has little to know personallity, he usually just does the dirty work but he doesn't mind.
He protects his brother no matter what.
Weapons:Fist, Ninja Stick, Medieval Weapons
Cause of Evil:Anger, Superiority
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